AMAZING TAPE

Self-Fusing Wrap

AMAZING TAPE is a self-fusing, insulating silicone wrap that can be used for wrapping just about anything, it can even be applied underwater. AMAZING TAPE does not have an adhesive backing so it leaves no residue, but is a silicone wrap that bonds to itself instantly and becomes completely fused after 24 hours at normal room temperature. AMAZING TAPE will stretch up to 300%. AMAZING TAPE has a dielectric strength of 400 V per mil and tensile strength of 600 psi. AMAZING TAPE is an ideal solution for many military, aerospace, industrial, motor and marine applications including utility cable terminations and splices, bus bar insulation, motor coil terminal connections, and fuel line an hose repair. AMAZING TAPE self bonds to an air tight seal making it ideal for use on plumbing.

FOR USE BY:
Audio/Visual Studios
Bottling Plants
Fire Station
Fleet Services
Golf Courses
Hospitals
Hotels
Parks & Rec.
Processing Plants
Restaurants
Road Depts.
Schools
Theaters
Utilities
WWTP

FOR USE ON:
Auto Repair
Boat Repair
Cable Repair
Electrical Repair
Hand Tool Maint.
Plumbing Repair
Satellite Install

FEATURE-BENEFIT:
Dielectric Strength
Will Not Crack
No Sticky Residue
Weather Durable
Strong Bonding
UV Resistant
Moisture Protection
Easy to Remove
Corrosion Protection
60 Degree Flexible
Heat Retardant up to 500º F AND -50º F

DIRECTIONS:
While stretching tape wrap on desired area firmly upon itself. It will bond together immediately and becomes completely fused after 24 hours at room temperature.

TECHNICAL DATA:
Operating Temperature Range: -50 º F to 400 º F
Specific Gravity: 1.2
Bond Strength: 2lbs per min.
Dielectric Strength: 400 Vpm min.
Water Absorption by weight: 3% max

CONTACT INFORMATION
OFFICE: 1-888-6PURITY (678-7489)
FAX 1-877-9PURITY (978-7489)
ADDRESS: 114 SOUTHFIELD PKWY SUITE 120 FOREST PARK GA. 30297
www.puritychemicals.com

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR MSDS